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ABSTRACT
Provenance plays a vital role in enriching the context surrounding open data, and can help support assessment of attributes such as trustworthiness and quality. In this paper we introduce a set of provenance principles to provide a guideline for individuals and organisations to publish more transparent open data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of Open Data sources on the Web provides applications and services with a wealth of data which they can use to deliver services, potentially providing socio-economic benefits for all. The concept of the Web of Linked Data [2] provides a means to expose, connect and share information on the Web identified by URIs using RDF as a data model. Examples include the data.gov.uk initiative which aims to expose UK public data, and bio2rdf.org which provides an atlas of post-genomic data. However, the Web of Data still suffers from many of the same problems as the Web of documents in terms of information quality, trust, attribution, etc. which is essential for ensuring high-quality applications and services.

An illustration of this is reflected in the following quote from the chairman of the UK Audit Commission Michael O’Higgins on the day that government spending data was released in November 2010: “And that’s where I think the critical issue is - that what is being released is not in fact information, it is data. And data needs context to become information, and it is provision of that context that will be important.”

Provenance plays a vital role in enriching the context surrounding open data, and can provide additional evidence to support assessment of attributes such as trustworthiness and quality. Provenance (also referred to as lineage or heritage) aims to provide additional documentation about the processes that led to the creation of a resource [4]. Goble [3] expands on the Zachman Framework [7] by presenting the ‘7 W’s of Provenance’: Who, What, Where, Why, When, Which, & (W)How. Each of these provides a unique type of provenance information which can be used individually or in combination with others to support the assessment of trustworthiness and quality of open data.

The Provenance and Linked Open Data mini-theme was an activity supported by the UK e-Science Institute which was investigating provenance challenges in the context of Linked Open Data. As an outcome of a series of workshops organised under this activity we have identified and discussed a set of principles for publishing provenance of open data similar to the Linked Open Data rules discussed by Berners-Lee[1]. These provenance principles are “expectations of behaviour” and therefore breaking them does not destroy anything but misses an opportunity to make data more transparent. In the remainder of this paper we introduce the provenance principles and discuss how such principles can provide a guideline for individuals and organisations to publish the provenance of open data.

2. PROVENANCE PRINCIPLES
The provenance principles are summarised as follow:

- Publish the provenance (7 W’s) of data on the web whatever format (e.g. plain text).
- Publish provenance as structured data (e.g. database, spreadsheet, XML)
- Use URIs to identify individual elements within the provenance record.
- Link provenance record to other provenance records using RDF.

To illustrate the use of the provenance principles introduced in this paper we use an example dataset from National Public Transport Access Nodes (NaPTAN). NaPTAN it is one of the few 5-star data datasets (according to the Berners-Lee

---

1http://www.w3.org/RDF/

2http://wiki.esi.ac.uk/Provenance_and_Linked_Open_Data

3http://www.esi.ac.uk/

4http://www.dft.gov.uk/naptan/
3. DISCUSSION

Provenance is important to the digital economy because it provides the context necessary for users and services to utilise open data available on the Web more effectively. Provenance can provide crucial evidence for supporting the assessments of quality, reliability and trustworthiness of information; all issues that are important in open systems.

While the provenance principles introduced here provide a guiding framework for people and institutions to publish provenance, many issues remain. The mini-theme identified some of these in relation to Open Data as follows: identity - provenance must be unambiguously associated with a resource not only now, but into the future; granularity of description - provenance may be associated with a complex resource or with individual components of that resource.

Adherence to the principles introduced in this paper would allow users of open data to judge for themselves if the data were suitable for their intended application. While the most desirable scenario would be to deliver a 5-star data set (according to the Berners-Lee principles) combined with 4-star provenance, we argue that even a 2 star data-set could be enhanced by the provision of 3 or 4 star provenance.

In the future it will be important to identify a de-facto standard for representing 4 star provenance in RDF. The W3C Provenance Working Group\(^5\) is currently working towards this goal. Moreover, the general user or developer might benefit by a standard set of APIs to create, query and visualise 4 star provenance information.
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